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Abstract

We explore the use of MoSSe Janus layers, which possess an intrinsic electric dipole caused by their out-of-plane structural asymmetry, to selectively dope graphene embedded inside a heterostructure without the need of external sources (such as electrostatic gates or chemical functionalization), in order to engineer graphene plasmons. Using the quantum-electrostatic heterostructure method, we demonstrate that through the control of the plasmon energy via the doping level and the hybridization of plasmons in different layers, we can reach graphene plasmon energies up to 0.5 eV or selectively quench certain (symmetric) modes by Landau damping. The possibility of using other Janus transition metal dichalcogenides that could improve this effect is also investigated.

Introduction

Van der Waals heterostructures (vdWHs) open the possibility to combine various properties of layered materials to achieve new applications.\textsuperscript{2–9} An interesting combination is the one between graphene, which presents Dirac cones in the low energy range of its band structure,\textsuperscript{10} and transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), which exhibit a direct band gap in monolayer form.\textsuperscript{11}

Graphene is a carbon based two-dimensional (2D) material composed by a single layer of atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice. On the other hand, TMDs have MX\textsubscript{2} form, with a metal (M) layer sandwiched by two layers of a chalcogen (X).\textsuperscript{12} Recently, a new prototype of TMDs called Janus structures\textsuperscript{13} have attracted considerable attention.\textsuperscript{14–17} In this structure, the TMD reflection symmetry in the out-of-plane (z-)direction is broken by changing one layer of chalcogens X in MX\textsubscript{2} by a layer of another chalcogen Y, thus leading to MXY. This results in different electronegativity for each side, which induces an out-of-plane dipole that is intrinsic to the system. This feature, in combination with the stacking of semimetallic electrodes (such as graphene), creates new possibilities for applications as p-n junctions that
are doped without the need of any external interaction. Knowing the energy difference across the Janus structure, it is possible to easily control the graphene doping by changing the number of Janus TMDs layers stacked in the system.

In this work, we investigate the effect of stacking MoSSe layers (our Janus TMDs of choice) intercallated with graphene layers, on their plasmonic states. The choice of MoSSe as a Janus material is motivated by its recent experimental synthesis, starting from MoS$_2$ or MoSe$_2$. Several properties of this monolayer, including optical and magnetic properties, have already been studied in the literature. Our results show that, by means of structure engineering, plasmon energies can be controlled, reaching values up to 0.5 eV. Furthermore, we demonstrate that it is possible to selectively quench certain branches of the plasmon dispersion. Finally, we investigate other Janus TMDs candidates that could improve the effects discussed here, by adjusting the relation between the dipole shift and band gap.

**Computational Methods**

The quantum-electrostatic heterostructure (QEH) model is employed to calculate the plasmonic properties in different graphene-MoSSe heterostructures. Within this model, the dielectric response of the component layers is calculated independently with density functional theory (DFT) and the total response of the heterostructure is then built by coupling the monolayers together by the Coulomb interaction. Using this model, one can efficiently calculate the dielectric properties of vdWHs with ab initio precision.

However, resolving the low energy linearly dispersive bands of graphene introduces a practical problem for DFT calculations, namely, that a high density of $k$ points is necessary to properly describe its physical properties, and this greatly increases the computational costs. To overcome this problem, we used an analytical solution for the doped graphene density response function. We start by calculating the non-interacting 2D polarizability for...
a finite doping, and then we express it within the relaxation-time (RT) approximation to take into account possible extrinsic processes.\textsuperscript{30} Finally, using the Random Phase Approximation (RPA), we derive the full interacting density response function. We combine the analytical solution of the density response function with the DFT results for the induced density, that is well-defined even for a low density of $k$ points, thus creating a hybrid graphene dielectric building block for QEH calculations.

**Results and Discussion**

Let us first study a system composed by MoSSe layers encapsulated by graphene, as illustrated in the inset in Fig. 1. As discussed in the Introduction, the intrinsic dipole created by the asymmetry in electronegativity between the S and the Se atoms of the MoSSe layer induces an electric field that creates n- and p-type doping on the top and bottom graphene layers, respectively. This system resembles a capacitor and, in what follows, we demonstrate that the dependence of its doping level on the number of MoSSe layers can be described by a simple model that requires only a few material-specific parameters.

The total electric field, $E = E_{\text{MoSSe}} + E_{\text{depol}}$, is defined as the sum of the electric field created by the intrinsic dipole of the MoSSe layers

$$E_{\text{MoSSe}} = \frac{\Delta \epsilon_{\text{MoSSe}}}{t} \hat{z},$$

in which $\Delta \epsilon_{\text{MoSSe}}$ is the energy difference generated by the built-in dipole, also known as the dipole shift, $t$ is the thickness of the MoSSe layer, and the depolarization field generated by the induced density on the graphene layers,

$$E_{\text{depol}} = -\frac{\sigma}{2\epsilon\epsilon_0} \hat{z},$$

where $\sigma$ represents the graphene induced density, given by $\sigma = \epsilon_F^2/\pi \hbar^2 v_F^2$. The effective
dielectric constant in the $z$ direction in MoSSe is assumed to be $\epsilon = 1 + 4\pi\alpha_{3D}$, where $\alpha_{3D}$ is the average long-wavelength polarizability of bulk MoSSe, which is obtained from its monolayer static polarizability as $\alpha_{3D} = \alpha_{2D}/t$.

Hence, modeling the doping in the system by assuming a Fermi energy

$$2\epsilon_F = Ed,$$  (3)

where $d$ is the distance between the plates of an analogous capacitor, which is simply given by the product of the number of MoSSe layers $N$ and the thickness $t$, we finally obtain

$$\epsilon_F = -1 + \frac{\sqrt{1 + aN^2\Delta_{\text{MoSSe}}}}{aN},$$  (4)

with

$$a = \frac{t}{2\epsilon\epsilon_0\pi\hbar^2v_F^2}.$$  (5)

In Fig. 1, we compare the results from such capacitor model with those from DFT calculations$^{18}$ for the dependence of the graphene doping on the number of MoSSe layers, considering the system shown in the inset, assuming $t = 6.4$ Å, $\Delta_{\text{MoSSe}} = 0.51$ eV and $\epsilon = 1.76$. Good agreement between the results is observed even for a high number of layers, where the doping level reaches an upper bound due to the increasing strength of the depolarization field, which ends up cancelling out the dipole shift of the MoSSe layers. Such good agreement between the results from ab initio and the capacitor model gives us confidence that the latter would also apply in more complex heterostructures, where DFT calculations would be impractical.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the graphene doping achieved by stacking it with MoSSe, we have calculated the loss function $\mathcal{L} = -\text{Im}\{\epsilon_{\text{RPA,RT}}^{-1}(q,w)\}$, for a monolayer of MoSSe encapsulated by doped graphene. Results are presented in Fig. 2(a), which exhibits two plasmon branches: a symmetric optical plasmon, with higher frequency, and
Figure 1: Graphene doping level as a function of the number of MoSSe layers, for the structure illustrated in the inset, as calculated using DFT (blue) and the capacitor model (orange), with $t = 6.4\ \text{Å}$, $\Delta_{\text{MoSSe}} = 0.51\ \text{eV}$ and $\epsilon = 1.76$.

an antisymmetric acoustic plasmon, with lower frequency. The (anti)symmetry across the system is verified by its induced density, in Fig. 2(b) for $q = 0.01\ \text{Å}$.

As a consequence of the previously mentioned compensating depolarization field, increasing the number of MoSSe layers beyond $N \approx 6$ does not lead to a significant increase in the doping level of the graphene layers, which ultimately limits the achievable plasmon energies. In order to circumvent this problem, one could take advantage of the fact that the direction of the intrinsic dipole is defined by the relative ordering of sulfur and selenium atoms in the MoSSe structure, and thus stack more layers with opposite ordering surrounding a middle graphene layer, as represented in the inset of Fig. 3. This increases the maximum achievable doping level of the middle graphene layer beyond the threshold of the bilayer graphene-MoSSe heterostructure, as one can see by the higher doping level in the middle graphene layer in Fig. 3.

In order to calculate the graphene doping as a function of the number of MoSSe layers for this new type of structure, we again use the capacitor model considering one of the outer graphene layers together with the middle graphene layer. The middle graphene layer is expected to support twice the charge density of each of the outer graphene layers, due
Figure 2: (a) Loss function for monolayer of MoSSe encapsulated by graphene, as illustrated in the inset, with $\epsilon_F = 0.2$ eV. Induced density presents one symmetric and one antisymmetric mode, as shown in (b) for the higher (top, orange) and lower (bottom, blue) energy branches at $q = 0.01 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$. The vertical dashed grey lines represent the graphene layers positions.

Figure 3: Doping level in the middle and external graphene layers of the structure illustrated in the inset, as a function of the number of MoSSe layers, as calculated using the capacitor model.
to charge conservation. Hence, the energy difference between the outer and inner graphene layers, instead of $2\epsilon_F$ in Eq. (3), becomes $(1 + \sqrt{2})\epsilon_F$. Consequently, we obtain

$$\epsilon_F = \frac{-1 - \sqrt{2} + \sqrt{3 + 2\sqrt{2} + 4aN^2\Delta_{MoSSe}}}{2aN}. \quad (6)$$

Considering only two layers of MoSSe with opposing dipole orientations, the calculated loss spectrum and the induced densities corresponding to the plasmon excitations are shown in Fig. 4. There are now three doped graphene layers, which reflect in three branches of the loss function, of which are two symmetric and one antisymmetric for $q = 0.01 \text{ Å}$. Besides the addition of a new acoustic mode in the spectrum, there are no major differences in the plasmon energies in comparison to the first case presented in Fig. 2. The reason for this similarity can be understood by noticing that the actual doping level in the inner graphene layer is about 250 meV, which is not significantly larger than the bilayer graphene-MoSSe heterostructure, which exhibits a doping level of $\approx 200$ meV.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4:** (a) Loss function for the heterostructure illustrated in the inset, composed by two external graphene layers ($\epsilon_F = 0.18$ eV), one middle graphene layer ($\epsilon_F = 0.25$ eV) and two layers of MoSSe with opposite orientation. White dashed lines delimit the region of Landau damping of the plasmon modes. (b) The induced densities for $q = 0.01 \text{ Å}^{-1}$ now present three modes: two symmetric and one antisymmetric. The vertical dashed grey lines represent the graphene layers positions.
We now compare the more extreme cases for both bilayer graphene heterostructure with 5 layers of MoS\textsubscript{Se} and trilayer graphene heterostructures with five layers of MoS\textsubscript{Se} sandwiched between each of the graphene layer. The results are shown in Fig. 5. In the latter, the new symmetric plasmon branch that appears achieves much higher frequencies, namely up to 0.5 eV, without undergoing damping, which is simply a consequence of the increased doping of the middle layer. As indicated in the figure, the highest energy plasmon mode actually extends into the Landau damping regime of the outer graphene layers without suffering losses, which can be explained by the fact that the plasmon is localized in the middle graphene layer and thus cannot excite electron-hole pairs in the outer ones. Furthermore, the upper limit of the achieved plasmon energy is determined mainly by the point where the plasmon branch enters the Landau damping regime that is directly related to the Fermi energy of the layer where it is localized. Therefore, our results show that in such a MoS\textsubscript{Se}/graphene van der Waals heterostructure, it is possible to obtain plasmon energies that are among the highest ever reported\textsuperscript{20,31–33} without the need of external doping sources, such as electrostatic gates or chemical functionalization.

![Figure 5](image.png)

Figure 5: Comparison between loss functions of heterostructures composed by (a) five layers of MoS\textsubscript{Se} encapsulated by two graphene layers ($\epsilon_F = 0.36$ eV) and (b) ten layers of MoS\textsubscript{Se}, divided into two stacks of MoS\textsubscript{Se} with opposite orientations, intercalated and encapsulated by three layers of graphene ($\epsilon_{F,external} = 0.36$ eV and $\epsilon_{F,middle} = 0.50$ eV). White dashed lines delimit the Landau damping region of the plasmon modes of the outer graphene layers.
A second type of heterostructure, also with three layers of graphene, but assuming all MoSSe layers with the same dipole orientation (see the inset in Fig. 6(a)) is now investigated. In this case, only the outer graphene layers become doped, while the middle graphene layer stays undoped. While the structure is, in principle, similar to the previously discussed bilayer graphene-MoSSe heterostructure, the addition of the middle graphene layer adds significant losses in the form of Landau damping for all frequencies and momenta. As a consequence, the optical mode is quenched in contrast to the acoustic mode, which survives. The origin of the difference in losses of the two modes is found in the associated electric fields of the modes: the optical mode is associated with a large in-plane electric field on the middle undoped graphene layer which excites many electron hole pairs, whereas the acoustic mode exhibits an out-of-plane electric field that cannot excite electron-hole pairs and is therefore not susceptible to the losses introduced by the middle graphene layer. The quenching of the optical mode can be further increased, as verified in Fig. 6(b) by adding a second undoped graphene layer to the middle of the heterostructure. These results show that it is possible to selectively engineer the quenching of optical modes in graphene heterostructures, leaving the acoustic modes as the only propagating modes in the structure.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6**: Loss function for two MoSSe layers encapsulated by graphene ($\epsilon_F = 0.29$ eV) where we add one (a) and two (b) layer(s) of graphene in the middle of the heterostructure.

This work opens new possibilities of engineering plasmons in p-n junctions that are
created from the stacking of Janus TMDs using graphene leads. Besides MoSSe, we believe that it is possible to use other Janus TMDs that have greater dipole shifts to create plasmons with even higher energies than those presented here, without any type of external doping. The relation between doping and the optical plasmon energy can be expanded for small momenta to yield (see Supporting Information)

\[
\hbar \omega_{\text{opt}} \approx e \sqrt{\frac{N \Delta_{\text{Janus}}}{2 \pi \epsilon_0}} \sqrt{q},
\]

where the energy of the optical mode is derived in the non-retarded limit \((q \gg \sqrt{\epsilon \omega/c})\) with the Fermi energy defined as in Eq. 4 for the structure presented in the inset of Fig. 1. One verifies that the optical plasmon energy directly depends on the dipole shift \(\Delta_{\text{Janus}}\) of the Janus TMD that compose the structure, but is not affected by the screening of the dielectric environment, due to compensating effects between the additional screening and increased charge density in graphene, which also scales with \(\epsilon\).

Figure 7: Optical plasmon energies (orange circles) for different Janus TMDs composing the structure sketched on the inset of Fig. 5 (a), for \(q = 0.001 \text{ Å}\). Electron-hole pair continuum for each material is shown by blue bars.

Optical plasmon energies, as calculated with Eq. (7) for a heterostructure with five TMD layers encapsulated by graphene (see sketch in Fig. 5 (a)) at \(q = 0.001 \text{ Å}\) are shown in Fig.
7, for several stable Janus materials. All these Janus materials are highly thermodynamically stable, and are dynamically stable with respect to rearrangements of the atoms that preserve the layered character of the material. We stress this because the dynamic stability analysis will not take into account the ability of the materials ‘roll up’ due to the different sizes of X- and Y- atoms.\textsuperscript{34} The Janus materials have higher $\Delta_{\text{Janus}}$ as compared to MoSSe,\textsuperscript{35} which could improve the p-n junction properties by enhancing the plasmon energies. Equation (7) is expected to break down when the plasmon energies approach the band gap, which would thus screen and reduce the plasmon energy. In Fig. (7), the band gap and the onset of interband transitions are indicated by blue bars, which shows that, for some materials, the band gap is considerably large as compared to the unscreened plasma frequency. Based on this, we propose Arsenic Tellurium Chloride (AsTeCl) as the most promising Janus few layer system for plasmonics, with a high band gap energy.

Conclusions

In summary, we have investigated the effect of the intrinsic electric dipole across a Janus TMD layer, on the doping level and plasmonic frequencies of graphene layers within a Janus TMD/graphene van der Waals heterostructure. A strong variation of the doping level in the graphene layers is observed as the number of TMD layers increase, especially for a graphene layer placed in between two Janus TMD stacks with opposite orientation. On the other hand, by aligning the orientation of the two Janus TMD stacks encapsulating a few layer graphene sheet, the graphene optical plasmonic modes become quenched, whereas acousting plasmon states stay visible up to very high energies. These results suggest that stacking Janus TMD layers intercalated with graphene is an efficient way to select graphene plasmon modes and provide strong doping without the need of external sources, such as electrostatic gates and chemical adsorption. Although results are obtained here specifically for the case of MoSSe, a systematic study of several other potentially synthesizable Janus structures indicate that
other Janus monolayers, with larger band gaps and larger out-of-plane dipole moments than MoSSe, might be even more efficient for doping and controlling graphene plasmons.
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